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Abstract 

The paper investigates inequality reducing taxation for various inequality views. Using the 

general definition of an inequality concept (Ebert (2004)) corresponding definitions of Lorenz 

dominance, inequality reduction and measures of tax progression are provided. The frame-

work allows us to simplify and clarify the different approaches found in the literature, to 

extend this analysis, and to present brief and transparent proofs. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays one of the objectives of income taxation is inequality reduction. Public economists 

seem to agree that Lorenz dominance is the appropriate criterion for ranking income distribu-

tions. If the distribution of post-tax income dominates the distribution of pre-tax income, 

inequality is reduced. When this is the case for any income distribution, the tax function is 

progressive. Progression can also be detennined by the prope1iies of the tax schedule itself: 

The average tax rate has to be increasing, or, equivalently, residual progression - a measure of 

progression - has to be less than unity for all levels of income. 

All this is well known and well established. Furthermore, the Lorenz criterion can be justified 

convincingly. When net incomes dominate gross incomes, the post-tax income distribution is 

also unanimously preferred, to the pre-tax income distribution by all inequality measures 

possessing few important properties. The measures have to be relative (equal proportional 

changes of all incomes do not change. inequality) and symmetric (the individuals' identity 

does not play a role). Moreover they have to satisfy the principle of progressive transfers (a 

rank-preserving redistribution of income from a richer to a poorer individual reduces 

inequality). These properties seem to be indispensable for inequality measurement. 

On the other hand these characte1izations are based on the relative inequality view. Here 

inequality is not altered if all incomes are changed in the same proportion. But this concept of 

inequality is not the only one considered by economists. Kolm (1976) has already proposed 

the concept of absolute inequality (inequality is not changed if incomes are changed by the 

same amount); Bossert and Pfingsten ( 1990) have introduced intennediate inequality (which 

can be interpreted as a compromise between relative and absolute inequality). This concept is 

also mentioned and, respectively, investigated in Ebe1i and Moyes (2000, 2002) and 

Chakravarty (2009). A number of other concepts have been proposed recently (see e.g. 

Pfingsten and Seidl (I 997), Zoli (1998), del Rio and Ruiz-Castillo (2000), Ebert (2004), and 

Yoshida (2005)). Furthermore, empirical studies demonstrate that the relative inequality view 

is not unanimously accepted (see e.g. Amie! and Cowell (1992)) . On the contrary, further 

attitudes towards inequality can be observed. Thus the question arises whether inequality 

reducing taxation can be defined with respect to further concepts and how it can be 

characterized. 

The present paper deals with this problem. In order to not restrict the analysis too much a 

priori, we will start by using the general definition of an inequality concept provided in Ebert 

(2004). Then in a first step we confine ourselves to the subclass of coherent inequality 
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concepts, namely to those for which we are able to describe the operations leaving inequality 

unchanged by linear transformations. We also need a corresponding concept of Lorenz 

dominance. It is required for checking the reduction of inequality. The dominance concept 

will be proposed in the second step. Given this device, finally the set of inequality reducing 

tax functions is described and corresponding concepts and measures of progression are 

defined and investigated. 

The paper is organized as follows: The notation is defined in section 2. Section 3 provides a 

general definition of an inequality concept (originally proposed in Ebert (2004)). Its basic idea 

is to characterize the equivalence relation of having equal inequality by a one-parameter 

family of transformations which leave inequality 1111clza11ged. It then turns out that every 

coherent concept can be uniquely described by its domain and a characteristic function. The 

characteristic function maps the domain of incomes onto the set of strictly positive incomes 

(the domain of the relative inequality concept) and the characteristic function defines an 

isomorphism between both concepts. It therefore allows us to describe the original concept by 

means of the concept of relative inequality. As a consequence this one-to-one relationship can 

be exploited later on; we borrow many definitions and ideas from the relative inequality 

cunc~pt. Furthermore, the proof of many results makes use of the isomorphism. The class of 

coherent concepts then consists of the relative, absolute, intermediate and reference-point . 

inequality views. 

In section 4 Lorenz dominance is investigated. It fonns an important ingredient when 

inequality reducing taxation is to be considered. Then it is required that a progressive tax 

schedule decreases inequality in every case, i.e., for every income distri.bution. Given the 

characteristic function of a coherent inequality concept it is obvious how to define the corre- . 

sponding Lorenz curve. All incomes are transformed by means of the characteristic function 

and then the usual Lorenz curve is used. 

Following the discussion of Lorenz dominance it is clear how inequality reducing taxation has 

to be introduced. In section 5 the corresponding definition is given. We call a tax schedule 

progressive if and only if it is inequality reducing. For a given inequality concept a tax · 

schedule reduces inequality if and only if the corresponding tax schedule which can be 

derived by means of the characteristic function is progressive in the standard sense. 

Analogous results are presented in section 6 for measures of tax progression. A measure of 

residual income progression can be defined by transforming income by means of the charac-

teristic function and employing the standard measure. Finally section 7 concludes. 
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The paper makes several contributions to the literature: First, it leads to a clari ft cation of ideas 

and definitions. Using the close relationship between the coherent inequality concepts con-

sidered and the relative inequality view we are able to present simple definitions of Lorenz 

dominance, progression and measures of progression. These definitions at;e obvious - given 

the above isomorphism - , but often replace and always simplify the definitions proposed in 

the literature for the intermediate inequality view. Above that the isomorphism facilitates the 

application of the nonstandard inequality concepts to practical and empirical analysis. Up to 

now the standard approach is to use the relative inequality view. Second, the basic results in 

this area can now be derived directly by making use of those for relative inequality. Thus a 

number of proofs which can be found in the literature now reduce to few lines. Third, some 

results already proven in the past are here collected and presented by a unifying approach. 

Fourth, all definitions and results for the concepts of reference point inequality have not been 

discussed up to now. 

2. Notation 

We consider a population consisting of 11 ;::: 3 individuals. They are supposed to be identical 

with respect to all attributes but possibly income. Let nd be the set of feasible incomes. We 

confine the analysis to n" := ( d,oo) for d E IR and n_00 :=IR for d = -oo. Incomes are either 

bounded from below by income d or may be arbitrary. Sometimes also negative incomes are . 

permitted. Income can be negative in a given period (as long as an individual is able to 

survive by getting credit or by using savings). The income d can be interpreted as reference or 

minimum income. Individual i's income is denoted by X; Encl' i = I,. . ., II. An income distri -

bution is represented by a vector x = ( x" .. ., xii) En:~. The vector x( ) = ( x(l) ,. . ., x(11)) is 

generated by permuting the components of X in such a way that incomes are nondecreasing. · 

p ( X) =_!_I X 1 is the average income of X and 1 a vector containing 11 ones, l = ( 1,. . ., 1) . 
II i=I 

F ( n") denotes the set of all continuous and nondecreasing functions F: nc1 ~ nd. For 

every function FE F ( nd) we define a (corresponding) transformation. F: n:; ~ n~; by 

F ( X) : = ( F ( X1), .. ., F ( X 11 )) . It is individualistic (i.e., F ( X;) depends only on individual i's 

income) and symmetric (all individuals are treated identically). Sometimes we confine our-

selves to the subset ~ ( n") c F ( n") containing all functions which are once continuously 
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differentiable. T ( Q") c F ( Q") denotes the set of all functions being strictly increasing and 

one-to-one. For FE F.: ( Q") we define the elasticity of F ( X) with respect to X by 

( F X) dF/dX dF ' X 17 , ' : = -F -)( = -dX -F-( X-)' 

3. Inequality concepts 

Whenever we are talking about 'inequality reducing taxation', the meaning of the term 

'inequality' has to be made precise. This section is based on Ebert (2004) and provides a 

general definition of an inequality concept which represents an inequality view. 

3.1 Definition 

The standard example of an inequality concept is given by the relative inequality view. Here 

we assume that incomes are strictly positive, i.e., Q 0 = ~ ++ . Furthermore, according to this 

view equiproportional changes of all incomes leave inequality unchanged. In other words, 

every income dishibution XE~'~+ and its transform Y = A.X:=(A.XJ> ... ,A.X,,) (a priori) 

possess the same degree of inequality for A. > 0; i.e., in this case both income distributions 

having different means are related as far as inequality is concerned. 

This relationship defines a (mathematical) relation on the set of feasible income distributions: 

X -,,1 Y :<=> There is A,> 0 such that Y = A. X. 

It is easily seen that -,.,1 is an equivalence relation, i.e., X - " 1 Y and Y - " 1 Z imply that 

X - ,,1 Z (transitivity), and that Y - ,.,1 X (symmetry) for all X, Y, Z E ~~+. Moreover we 

have X - ,.et X (reflexivity) for all XE~'~+ . 

More formally, the relative inequality view can be characterized by the equivalence relation 

-,.r1 which in turn is based on a set of transformations or, more simply, on a set of functions 

defining the admissible transformations. 

Let s). : ~++ ~ ~++ be given bys). (X) = A.X for x E ~++,A.> 0. Then we introduce the set 

of functions T'"' : = { S;, I A. E ~++} . Since the individuals considered can differ only in income 

we treat them identically. s). defines the transformation S;, ( x): = ( s). (xi) ' ... , SA ( X,,)) for 
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all XE IR'~+, S;, E T''1
• Then the relative inequality view is uniquely described by the rel~tion 

-,.rJ. 

X -rel Y <=>There is S;. E yret such that Y = S J. (X), 

1.e., X and Y possess the same degree of inequality according to this view if Y can be 

generated from X by means of a(n admissible) transformation S ;., where S;, E y ret. 

This idea of characterizing an inequality view can be generalized to any domain Qd by an · 

appropriate . definition of an equivalence relation based on a (one-parameter) family of 

functions T. We therefore introduce 

Definition 1 

Given a domain Qd and a set T = { T;. I ..i E !R H} c T ( Qc1) we call a relation -; defined 011 · 

n;; Gil inequality concept1 (( 

(a) .forall X,YED~: 

X -~ Y <=> There is '0 ET s.t. Y = T;, (X) 

(b) (1) 'fi(X)=X for all XE011 • 

(ii) T;.-1 = 'fi;;. .for all ,i > 0 where T;,-1 denotes the inverse of T;. . 

(iii) T;. o T,,. = T;.,- .for all A., K E !RH where the operation (composition) o is defined by 

[T is a(n algebraic) group with the group operation o (see Lang (1968))}. 

( c) T;. ( X) is continuous and strictly increasing in A, E IR++ for all XE Qd. 

Thus an inequality view is described by a binary relation -; satisfying -definition I. It is 

completely determined by the domain 0 11 and the set of admissible transformations charac-

terized by T . Indifference between X and Y according to -; means that these distributions 

have the same degree of inequality. 

In Ebert (2004) the relation -~ . is called a path-independent inequality concept. Since in this paper only this 
type of concept will be considered, the attribute will be dropped. 
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Given the properties of T the relation ~~ is an equivalence relation: b(iii) implies transi-

tivity, b(ii) symmetry, and reflexivity is an implication of b(i). The set T is a one-parameter 

family. Parameters are restricted to be strictly positive. Condition (c) is a regularity condition. 

Monotonicity in A. guarantees that equivalence classes { T;. ( X)i A. E IR++} are 'thin'; i.e., for 

every income distribution there is always an arbitrarily close distribution being less or more . 

unequal. 

It is obvious that ~ .. et is the inequality concept representing the relative inequality view. 

Another concept ~nbs can be defined by setting and 

y -if) : = { T), : JR ~~ IT). ( X) = x + ln A for A E ~++ } . It corresponds to the absolute inequality 

view. Inequality is not changed by equal additions to all incomes. The functions involved may 

also be no.nlinear: Consider e.g. the inequality concept ~exr given by Qd = D.1 and 

T exp = {r;. :D.1 ~ D.1 IT;. (x) = X;. for A. E ~++}.Further examples are discussed below. 

3.2 Properties 
Though the idea of defining inequality concepts is a general one and the variety of concepts is 

great, inequality concepts can be described simply. We have 

Theorem 1 (Ebert (2004)) 

Let ~~ be m1 i11eq11ality concept. Then there exists a contin11ous, strict(y increasi11g, a11d sur- · 

jective.f1111ctio11 G: D.11 ~ ~++ such that 

given an appropriate parameterization of thef11nctio11s T;, . 

Tlief1111ctio11Gis11niq11e 11p to a nonzero 11111/tiplicativefactor. 

The set of inequality concepts can be completely characterized. The admissible transforma-

tions T;. possess a simple and clear structure (when written down appropriately) . Therefore an 

inequality concept ~~ can also be described by its domain Qd and the characteristic function 

G :Qtt ~IR ++ which is unique up to a multiplicative constant and which connects the domain · 

Q tt with D.0 = ~++ . The relative inequality concept ~,.et is given by Q 0 = ~++ , and 

G(X) =X, the abso lute concept ~nbs by D._,,, = ~ ,and G(X) =ex and the nonlinear 
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concept - rxp by Q 1 , and G ( X) = 1n X. The function G allows the definition of a one-to-one 

correspondence between T and y rel and is consistent with the composition o: 

T). 0 T,. = ( c-1 0s).0 G)0 ( c -1 
0 s .. 0 G) = c-1 

0 s). 0 s .. 0 G = c-1 
0 S).,- 0 G = T;.,-

Furthermore the equivalence relations are linked in a simple manner: 

X -~ Y <=> There is T;. ET such that Y = T;. ( X) 

¢:::>There is s). Eyre/ such that y = G-1 
0 s ). 0 G ( X) 

. 
¢:::>There is s). Eyre/ such that G (Y) = s). 0 G ( x) 

X and Y possess the same degree of inequality according to -~ if and only if the transformed · 

income distributions G ( X) and G (Y) are equivalent according to the relative inequality 

view. This relationship will be used below intensively. Theorem 1 says that all inequality 

concepts are essentially isomorphic to the relative inequality concept. The relationship 1s 

characterized by the characteristic function G. I.e., we obtain 

Corollary 2 

Let -~ be a11 i11eq11ality co11cept. T/ze11 

X -~ y ¢:::> G(X) -rr/ G(Y) . 

In this paper we will confine ourselves to inequality concepts for which the admissible trans-

formations are linear. 

3.3 Linear concepts 
In order to characteri ze linear concepts we introduce progressive transfers and the property of 

trans fer-consistency: 

Definition 2 

A11 i11co111e distrib11tio11 X' E Q~ is derived.from XE Q~ by a progressive transfer if there are 

i a11d j , i -:t j, I ~ i ~ 11, 1 ~ j ~ 11 , a11d & > 0 such that 

X; < X; = X;+c~X1 -c = X; < X 1 a11d x; = X k for k= l,. . ., 11, k-:ti, k-:tj. 
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Progressive transfers redistribute a small amount of income from a richer to a poorer indi-

vidual. 

Definition 3 

An inequali(}1 concept -~ is called transfer-consistent (/it satisfies the.following condition.for 

all x' X' E Q~ and T;. ET: rr X' is derived from x by a progressive transfer then 

Y' = I';_ ( X) can be derived by a(11 appropriate) transfer from Y = T;. ( X) . 

In this case the sequence of the transformation T;. and the redistribution of income does not 

play a role. We then get 

Theorem 3 (Ebert (2004)) 

Let the inequality concept -~ be given. Then -~ is transfer-consistent (( and only ({ 

T., = {r/JJ. E ~++ } where 

r;' (X) =A.(X-d)+d for de~ and 

r;' ( X) = X + In ,,t ford= -oo 

for all X E Q r1 and A. E ~++. 

Thus the admissible transformations have to be linear for transfer-consistent inequality 

concepts. These concepts are called coherent. 

Now some comments can be made. 

1) If we have T;. ( X) = J. ( X -cl)+ d for d E ~ the characteristic function G is also linear: 

G ( X) =a ( X - cl). Obviously there exists exactly one coherent inequality concept defined on 

every Q". It is denoted by -"=-~., where T" = {r/ Jr/ ( X) = ,,t (X -cl)+ d, A. E ~++ }.Then 

T;. (X)=A(X - cll)+cll for all XeQ~, i.e., ell is the point in the 'lower left corner' of 

Q~, just outside the domain. T;. translates X at first, then applies a relative transfonnation 

(equiproportional scaling), and then translates back. The distribution dl represents a 

reference point. 
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We denote the characteristic function2 simply by 

D(X) := x -d for x En" and n-' (X) := x +d for x Eno= !RH . 

The functions Tf are indexed explicitly by d if necessary. 

For d = - oo we obtain T;, (X ) = X +Jn A and define D(X) := exp (X). 

2) If d < 0 we obtain Bossert and Pfingsten 's ( 1990) intermediate inequality concepts. 

According to their notation the domain is equal to n,, = (- 1 ~e '00) where e E ( 0, 1] and 

d = - l -B . They consider the transformations T,,? (x) = x + K (ex + (l -B) 1) for K > - l/B. 
() 

The concept is identical to - rel for e = 1 and to - nbs for e = 0. If e E ( 0, 1) we obtain - d for 

d=- (1 -B)/B. It turns out that T,.~ coincides with Tf ET,, if A-= l +BK. 

3) For d > 0 we get a class of inequality concepts for which the reference point dl > 0 is 

relevant. d can be interpreted as some basic income which is necessary for surviving. There-

fore only the surplus income X - d is taken into account (cf. Ebert (2004)) . 

In the following sections we restrict the analysis to the coherent inequality concepts - ,, for 

d E JR u {-oo}, i.e., to the relative, absolute, intermediate, and reference-point inequality view. 

The definitions presented and the results derived will be related to the literature if possible. 

Furthennore, if not mentioned explicitly, the citations refer to intermediate· inequality. To the 

best knowledge of the author, there are no papers - apart from Ebert (2004) - dealing with 

reference-point inequality. Therefore the corresponding definitions and results are new. 

4. Lorenz dominance 

Having clarified the concept of inequality we will use, we have to deal with a dominance 

criterion in the next step. Therefore we now introduce the corresponding notions of Lorenz 

dominance for d E JR u {-oo} . Since the characteristic function D allows us to define an iso-

morphism from ( T,, ,o) to (Tr"' ,o) the following definitions seem to be obvious in view of 

Corollary 2. It will turn out that they are appropriate. At first we define ad-Lorenz curve by 

2 Since the factor a is not relevant, we set a = I . The notation D should remind the reader of d. 
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lCc1 (O,X) := 0, 

' ( ) 
(

. ) ; DX LC" .!_ x ·=_!_I (k) 
n ' · n k=' D(p(X))' 

LC"(p,X) is linearon [!__/+l] for i = l, ... ,11 - I, XEO~ and dE IRu{-oo} . 
11 11 

For d = 0 this definition coincides with the usual one; we get the ordinary Lorenz curve 

LC:= LC0 . Whenever d E IR incomes are translated, i.e. X ~ D(X) = X -d and the 

ordinary concept of Lorenz curve is computed for the vector of translated incomes D ( X); 

i.e., we obtain 

LCcl(p,X)=LC(p,D(X)) for X En;; and pE(O,l]. 

For d < 0 this definition has already been proposed in a remark by Besley and Preston 

( 1988), p. 162. But in the literature (cf. e.g. Moyes ( 1992)) a different concept has been used 

for d ~ 0, namely 

LC0 .!_ x = - (k) +O 
( 

· ) J ; ( X - µ(X) ) 
11' II~ Oµ(X)+(l - 0) 

for X E n~ and d = - (1 - B)/B 

where 8 E (0,1] and 

It is also identical to L c for e = 1 or d = 0 , but differs from L c" for e E ( 0, 1) and d < 0. 

But there is a definite relation.ship between both concepts: 

LC0 ( !__ , x) = (1 - d)L Cd (!__, x) + !___ l_= L C" (!__,x)/e + j__e. 
n 11 n 1- d n n 

(I) 

In other words, L C 0 is a transfonn of l C" . The concept of LC" is much simpler than the 

corresponding l c0 since it directly reveals the underlying idea. On the other hand the trans-

form L C0 is attractive if the concept of absolute inequality is investigated. The curves L c0 

converge pointwise to the absolute Lorenz curve as defined by Moyes ( 1987) if B tends to 

zero. This is no longer true for the curves LC" . They do not converge to LC-"' for d ~ - oo 
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since there is no direct functional relationship between LC_,,, (i/n, X) and Moyes' Lorenz 

i 

curve for absolute inequality. We have LC_,,, (if n, X) = (1/ n) L exp ( X(k) - µ ( X)). 
k=l 

Now we are in the position to introduce 

Definition 4 

Let X, Yen;;. Then X d-Lorenz dominates Y, i.e., X t 1Y, if and only if 

The symmetric part of this relation is denoted by -1 . its asymmetric one by >-i. For d = 0 

t 1 is abbreviated by t L . It should be clear that further concepts like generalized Lorenz 

dominance or ratio dominance (see e.g. Moyes (1992)) can be extended in the same way. As 

they are not discussed below, here no definition is presented. Furthermore, the relationship (1) 

demonstrates that for d < 0 d-Lorenz dominance can equivalently be defined by means of the 

Lorenz curves L C8
. Moreover, Lorenz dominance for d = - oo is equivalent to the dominance 

criterion for·absolute inequality suggested in Moyes (1987). 

Given this definition we can establish a number of results. At first we investigate whether the 

definition of d-Lorenz dominance is well chosen. We establish3 

Proposition 4 

Let d E JR u {- oo}. Then 

(b) Fora/I X,Y en~: X -d Y <=> X -1 Y 

Part (a) of Proposition 4 reflects the definition of the d-Lorenz cmve and of d-Lorenz domi-

nance. It demonstrates again the simple relationship between - d and - rel. 

A minimal requirement for the ordering t 1 is its compatibility with the inequality concept 

-" and the idea that two income distributions possess the same degree of in.equality if one is a 

transform by r: of the other one. Thus we expect that two income distributions having the 

3 The proofs o f all propositions and of equations (I )-(3) have been collected in the Appendix. 
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same degree of inequality should be equivalent as far as d-Lorenz dominance is concerned. 

(b) shows even more: The criterion of d-Lorenz dominance is very sensitive. Whenever two 

income distributions are not equivalent, as far as inequality is concerned, they cannot be 

equivalent with respect to the Lorenz criterion. 

Next we consider some implications of the definition of d-Lorenz dominance. They will be 

used below when taxation is examined. We obtain: 

Proposition 5 

(a) Let H: Qt1 ~ nt1. Then 

x -1 H(X) for all x En~<=> HE Td. 

(b) Let H; : n d ~ ntf and let H ; be 110nconsta11t.for i = 1, 2. Then 

H 1 ( X) -1 H2 ( X) for all X E Q~. 

<=> There is r;.' E y t1 such that HI ( X) =Ti' ( H 2 ( X)) for x End. 

[Fora// X ,YEn:; :X. t,1, Y ~ H(X) t,1H(Y)J <=> H ETt1 orHisconstant. 

(a) and (b) consider the relationship between -1 and symmetric transformations. (a) is related 

to part (b) of Proposition 4. Equivalence with respect to d-Lorenz dominance requires that the 

transformation is admissible. Part (b) derives an analogous relationship for two transfor-

mations. The last part (c) is important for the discussion of tax schedules. d-Lorenz 

dominance is only preserved if the transformation applied is admissible (H E Td) or always 

maps an income vector into the same distribution. It is a result already proven in Theorem 3.3 

of Moyes ( 1992) and Proposition 4.6 of Ebert and Moyes (2002) for d ~ 0. But it holds fo r all 

d E IR u {-co} . 

The analysis of this section can be summarized simply. The relation t, 1, i.e., d-Lorenz domi-

nance, possesses the same properti es as t, '· when interpreted appropriately. 
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5. Taxation 

Next we will consider the taxation of income. Given an inequality concept - " for 

d E ~ u {- oo} we examine a net income function F" E F ( n"). It assigns to any pre-tax 

income x End the post-tax income F" ( X) . Since F" ( x) En", negat ive net incomes are 

admitted if d < 0. Monotonicity implies that there are no rank reversals, i.e., 

X ~ X' => F" ( X) ~ F" ( X') 

for all X, X ' En" . This condition can be interpreted as the property of incentive preservat ion. 

For F" the corresponding tax-liability can be derived by defining t" ( X) = X - F" ( X) for . 

XE n". Since there is a duality between F" and t" (cf. Moyes and Sho1rncks (1998)) it is 

sufficient to investigate net income functions. Corresponding results for tax schedules can 

then be derived by duality. 

The sets of net income functions for different d E ~ u {-oo} are isomorphic, i.e. , they are . 

essentially 'identical' with F(n0 ) since we have 

F" E F ( n") ¢::> D 0 F" 0 n-1 E F (no) and 

F0 E F(no) ¢::> D-1 oF 0 oD E F(nd ). 

There is also a one-to-one correspondence between the respective tax functions for d E ~ : 

t" (X) = t 0 (D(X)) <=> F" = D-1 oF0 oD. 

For the evaluation of taxation we introduce the usual concepts (cf. for example Pfingsten 

(1986)): 

Definition 5 

F" E F ( n") is called d-i11eq11ali~y preserving [reducing] ({and 011/y {( 

F" ( X) -~ X [ F" ( X) ~ ~ X] for all XE Q~. 

A net income function is d-iriequality preserving (reducing) if the distribution of net incomes 

possesses the same (less) inequality than the distribution of gross incomes (for all income 

distributions). The implications of taxation are evaluated by means of the criterion of 

d-Lorenz dominance. 
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Now we are able to establish 

Proposition 6 

Let F", F;", F: eF(n") and de !R u {-w}. Then 

(a) F" is d-inequality preserving <=> F" ET ". 

D( F'1 (X)) 
(b) F" is d-i11equalizv reducing <=> D ( x) is 11011i11creasi11g in x E Qd . 

(c) Let F;" and F: be 11,ot constant. F;" ( X) ~1 Fi" ( X) f or all X E Q~ <=> There is 

r;' ET " such that F;" = T/ 0 F:. 

Part (a) is not surprising given Proposition 5(a). If F " is d-inequality preserving there exists 

A. > 0 such that F" ( X) = A. ( X - d) + d . Then the corresponding tax function has a particular 

simple fo rm t" ( X) = (1- A.) D( X). Our approach simplifies Pfingsten' s (1986) Theorem 4.2 

considerably. But here the factor 1- A. can be positive or negative in contrast to Pfingsten 's 

result. This is a consequence of the way the domains are chosen. Pfingsten considers only 

strictly positive pre- and post-tax incomes. 

Part (b) demonstrates for d e JR that d-inequality reduction is equivalent to the fact that the 

average retention rate - measured for the 'appropriately translated net and gross income' 

D ( F" ( X)) and D ( X) = ( X - d) - is non increasing in income. This condition is reasonable 

since d represents the basic ,income which is the point of reference. For d = 0 a net income 

function F" reduces inequali ty if and only if F" is progressive (in the standard sense) (cf. 

Jakobsson ( 1976), Eichhorn, Funke, and Richter ( 1984)); for d = -w the condition requires 

that Fi1 (X)- X is nonincreasing. The condition for inequality reduction presented here is 

much simpler than the definition in Pfingsten ( 1988) for d < 0 . It requires 

F" (X) -X 
to be non increasing in X. 

BX - l + B 

It is easy to see that this condition is equivalent to (b): 

P' (x )- X ' ( D(F" (x )) ) 
BX - l + B = e D (X ) - l for d = - (1 -B)/B and Be (O,l) .. (2) 

Therefore the fo llowing definition suggests itself: 
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Definition 6 

Ft1 EF(nc1) is called d-progressive if and only ({ D(Fd(X))jD(X) is no11increasing in 

Accordingly we define 

f (n") := { r' E F(nd) ID( F" (X) )/ D(X) is nonincreasing in x End}. The set f (n") 

consists of all cl-progressive net income functions. Furthermore we have a direct implication: 

F" E F ( nc/) is d-progressive <=> D 0 F" 0 n-1 E F (no) is 0-progres;ive 

F 0 E F (no) is 0-progressive <=> n-1 
0 F 0 

0 D E F ( nd) is d-progressive 

Part ( c) of Proposition 6 de1~1onstrates that two net income functions are equivalent as far as 

inequality reduction is concerned if and only if they satisfy a simple relationship. One must be 

a T/ -transfonn of the other. Again (c) is more general than a correspondi11g result by Pfing-

sten (1986) (Theorem 3.4) for d ~ 0 . Moreover, in our framework the connection between the 

co1Tesponcling tax functions is more transparent. It ts described by 

ti"(X) =(l -J")D(X)+ ;u;' (X) for XEn" for dE ]Fg_ . The factor (1 - A-) can again be 

negative or positive. 11" is a combination of a proportional tax/transfer and the tax schedule 

Summing up, the characterization of a d-inequality reducing net income function F" is 

straightforward. Since d is the basic income, the translated (and corresponding) net income 

function which assigns D ( F" ( X)) to D ( X) has to be inequality reducing and therefore 

progressive in the standard sense. Moreover, the usual results can be extended directly. 

6. Measures of tax progression 

Up to now it has been examined under what condition a net income function is cl-progressive. 

The degree of progression for a given income tax has not been investigated. In the following 

measures of progression will be introduced for the inequality concepts ~ t1 where . 
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For the rest of the paper we assume that all net income functions considered are once continu-

ously differentiable; 1.e., we confine ourselves to and to 

~ ( D") : = j ( D") n ~ ( Dr1 ) since we want to employ elasticities. 

We propose a measure of tax progression. 

Definition 7 

let Fd E ~ (Dr1 ) a11d d E IR u {-oo}. The elasticity 17c1 ( F'' ,x) := 17( Do F" , D(X)) is called 

d-residual progression. 

The way d-residual progression 1s defined is suggested by earlier definitions. Since 

F e/ = 0 -1 
0 F 0 

0 D for Fd E ~ ( Dtl) where F0 E ~ (Do) we obtain 

17" ( Fd' x) = 17 ( D 0 (~-I 0 F0 
0 D) ' D ( x)) = 17° ( F0

' y) I }'=D(X) . 

In other words d-residual progression is measured by the corresponding standard residual pro-

gression for the translated net income function and income. 

The definition of '7" ( F", X) is simpler than the measure of progression introduced by · 

Pfingsten (1987). He proposed for BE{O,l) and d =-(1-B)/B <O 

ex[1"' (x) - td (x)/x]+(1-e)1"' (x) 
pO (td \") - -----=----~---

,,, - ex[1-1d(x)/x]+(1- e) 

when Id corresponds to F.d. It turns out that 

P8 (I" , X) = I - q" ( F", X) (3) 

(see the Appendix; cf. also Besley and Preston's (1988) remark on this point and Lambert's 

(200 I) presentation). 

Now it is not surprising that the fo llowing results hold: 

Proposition 7 

let Fd,Ft,F2d E~. (nd ) a11d dE IR u{-oo}. 
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(b) 17"(F",X)=cforall X E Q " 

<=> There is a > 0 such that F" ( x) = 0 -1 (a D ( xr) for all x E Qd. 

(c) F." (X) >- "F" (X) 1or all x E Q 11 <=> 17" (F." x) < lJd (Fd x) fior all x E Q I rv /. 2 .I' . ti I ' - 2 ' d · 

(a) demonstrates that the definition of the d-residual progression 17" is appropriate. F" is d-

progressive if and only if 17 c1 ( F'1,X) is less than or equal to unity for all incomes. 

Part (b) considers net income functions possessing constant d-residual progression. For d E IR. 

they are given by F" ( X) = a ( X - dr + d for an a > 0 . For d = -oo we obtain 

F -"' ( X) = y + & X . The result is related to Theorem 3 .2 in Moyes ( 1992). 

Finally, part (c) is a generalization of a result derived by Jakobsson (1976) for d = 0. A net 

income function is more d-inequality reducing than another one if and only if its d-residual 

progression is not greater th.an the d-residual progression of the other one (cf. also Theorem 

2.2. in Moyes ( 1992)). 

In summary, we find that the criterion of d-residual progression defined above is a reasonable 

analogue to the standard resid.ual progression. 

7. Conclusion 

The paper has investigated d-Lorenz dominance and d-inequality reduction fo r the coherent 

inequality concepts ~c1 where d E JR u {-oo} . The characteristics of these concepts are again 

summarized in Table 1. It has turned out that these inequality concepts are essentially . 

equivalent to the relative inequality concept. The only difference is that the reference point d 

is different from 0 (whenever d '¢ 0 ). The definitions introduced and proposed are identical 

with the usual ones - apart from the fact that the reference point differs. Therefore it is easy to 

describe the set of d-inequaljty reducing or d-progressive tax functions. There is a one-to-one 

mapping onto the respective set of relative inequality measures and, respectively, the set of (in 

the standard sense) progressive tax functions. Given these relationships it is not surprising that 

the results \Ve obtain in Proposition 5-7 are generalizations of the results we know from the 

usual framework. 

Nevertheless, the paper has clarified these relationships and presented simple and transparent 

defini tions and brief and elegant proofs of the (general) results. Furthermore an investigation 
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of reference point inequality has not yet been performed before. Finally, a number of results 

for the intermediate inequality view, which can be found in the literature, have been collected 

and extended. They are presented in a unifying framework. Moreover the results of this paper 

demonstrate that the nonstandard inequality concepts considered are closely related and 

isomorphic to the relative inequality view. Therefore there should be no difficulties to apply 

them in practice. The examination has proven that these concepts are not all exotic and also 

present a feasible and consistent framework for empirical work. 

The analysis has been performed under the assumption that the individuals considered differ 

only with respect to income and are identical otherwise. In principle the framework can be 

extended. Then things are more complicated since the differences in atti'ibutes have to be 

taken into account. One possibility is to use equivalence scales which reflect the type of 

household. Ebert and Moyes (2003) investigate the implications of reasonable conditions for 

the definition of Lorenz dominance in a heterogeneous framework. In Ebe1i and Moyes 

(2002) welfare and inequality are examined when households are heterogeneous. The 

co1Tesponding problem of inequality reducing taxation is examined in .Ebert and Moyes 

(2000). Finally Ebe1i and Lambert (2004) define measures of progression in the extended 

model. In all these cases vari,ous concepts of inequality are admitted. 

It is well known that criteria like Lorenz dominance are incomplete. They do not allow us to 

compare two income distributions if the corresponding Lorenz curves intersect. In this case it 

is helpful to employ summary measures of inequality. In the literature many inequality 

measures are considered. An inequality measure is in general only invariant with respect to 

exactly one type of transformation. Relative measures are not changed if all incomes are 

changed in the same proportion. Absolute measures are not altered if each income is changed 

by the same amount. One can similarly derive measures which are invariant with respect to 

the other coherent inequality concepts. Nevertheless, in some cases it is possible to define 

inequality measures, which are invariant with respect to various inequality concepts, by a 

slight variation. For example the Gini coefficient is a relative measure: 

where x
1 

J is generated from X by permuting the components such that . incomes are non-

increasing. The measure can be interpreted as the relative welfare loss evaluated by means of 

the Gini welfare function. If we renormalize this welfare loss we get an analogue to the Gini 

coefficient by 
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and, respectively, 

G ( X, - oo) = ( l/112) I;'=, (n + l - 2i)X[;J 

for d E JR u {-oo} . Thus in this situation the renormalization guarantees that the measure is 

invariant with respect to the inequality concept ~ d (cf. Ebert ( 1997)). 

The paper has confined itself to an investigation of inequality reducing taxation. But it should 

be emphasized that everything shown and proven for d-inequality reducing tax functions can 

also be derived for d-inequality increasing tax functions. Then in the definition 5 the 

inequality sign has to be reversed ( F" ( X) -;S~X ), i.e., the post-tax income.distribution has to 

possess more inequality than the pre-tax income distribution. Similarly, a net income schedule · 

F" is called d-regressive if and only if D(F'' (x))jD(X) is nondecreasing in income X 

(definition 6). In this case the elasticity representing d-residual progression has to be (weakly) 

greater than unity. Thus we observe the same kind of synm1etry we know from the standard 

framework (cf. Lambert (200 l )). 
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n" D(X) T;. (X) 

d=O IR.++ x A.X 

d ~ O (d, oo) X - d A.(X -d)+d 

d =-00 IR. exp(X) X +lnJ~ 
I 

Table 1: Summary of characteristics of the coherent inequality concepts 
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Appendix 

Proof of equation (1) 

Observe that B = J/(l -d) > 0. Then 

x(k)-p(X) x(k)- p(X) 1 
---'------- + e = +-
B µ ( x) + (1-e) p(X)+ 1 _ _ 1_ 1-d 

1-d 1-d 

x(kl - d µ(x)-d 1 n(x(k)) 1 
=(l -d) µ(X)-d-(l-d) µ(X)-d+ 1-d =(l-d) D(µ(X)) + 1-.: J 

Proof of Proposition 4 

(a) Obvious 

(b) X -T1 Y <=> There is T/ E Td such that Y = T;' (X) 

<=> There is s). E y rel such that y = n-1 oS). oD(X) 

<=>There is s). E yre/ such that D(Y) =S;. (D(X)) 

Proof of Proposition 5 

(a) see(b) for H1 (X)= X and H2 (X)=H(X) 

(b) H1(X) -1 H 2 (X) for all X EO~ 

<=>H1(X)=D-1 oS;. oD(H2 (X)) forall XEO~ 

<=>HI (X) = r;' (H2 (x)) for all x E Qd . 

(c) [x t ·1.Y => H(X) '(:, ~H(Y) for all X,Y E Q~ J 

<=> [ D(X) '(:, LD(Y) => D(H(X)) '(:, LD(H(Y)) for all X, YE n;; J 

D 

D 
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<=> [x t ,,Y => (DoH 0D-1)(X) t ,,(DoH oD-')(Y) for all X, YE D~ J 
<=> There is A. E !R:++ such that D o H o D-1 = S;. or His constant (cf. Theorem 3. I in 

Arnold ( 1990)). 

<=> H = D- 1 
o S;. o D = T/ E yt1 or His constant. D 

Proof of equation (2) 

Ft1 ~ X ) - X = _!_ F" ( X )- X = _!_ ( F" ( X )-d _ ~ - cl J = _!_ [ D ( F" ~ X)) l l 
B~\ - l+B e X-1-B e X-d A'.-d e D(X) 

e 

Proof of Proposition 6 . 
(a) See Proposition 5(a) above. 

(b) F" (x) >-- " X for all X E D" rv l d 

D( F'1 (X)) 
<=> D(X) is nonincreasing inX(seeJakobsson (1976)). D 

(c) See Proposition 5(b) above. 

Proof of Proposition 7 

Let F,, E ~ ( D"): There is F 0 E :Fe ( D0 ) such that F ,, = D-1 
o F 0 o D. Then 

(a) F,, E j (D ) <=> F 0 E j 0 (D ) <=> 17° (F0 Y) < I for all Y E D c c1 c <1 , - o· 

<=> There is a > 0 such that F0 
( Y) = a y• for all YE D 0 • 

<=> There is a> 0 such that Fd ( x) = D-1 (a D( xr) for all )( E D,, 
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(see Jakobsson ( 1976)). 

( c) Analogous. Cf. Jakobsson ( 1976). D 

Proof of equation (3) 

pO ( d \" - BX[t'/'(X)-t"(x)/x] +(l - B)1"'(x) 
( ' / ) - BX[l-t"(X)/ X]+(l-B) 

t'f' (X)X-1" (X) + (! ~B) t"' (X) X-t" (x)-X +1"' (x)(X-d) 
= =--------

" ( ) (1 - 8) X-1t1(X)+d x - ( x + -'-------'--g 

Ftl ( x)- d + ( d - x ) + 1"' ( x) ( x - d) ( 1- t"' ( x) )( x - d) 
- - I - -'---------'----
- F" ( X) - d - F'1 

( X) - d · 

= I - F'/' ( x) D(X) = I - D'(F" (x))F"' (X) D(X) = I - 17( F"' x) 
D ( f'' ( X)) D ( F'1 

( X)) 
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